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IntelliChief Analytics Adds Collaboration
That Connects
The self-service, drop-and-drag simplicity empowers users to independently create
and con�gure these visualizations intuitively, without technical assistance required.
This versatility enables customized reporting on any data facet, based on...

Oct. 24, 2016

IntelliChief, LLC, a provider of automated document management and work�ow
enterprise content management (ECM) solutions, has announced the addition of
Collaboration That Connects to IntelliChief Analytics, the multi-database engaging
business intelligence platform of IntelliChief ECM. Collaboration That Connects was
created to bring colleagues and data collections together, creating an environment
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where decisions may be made by utilizing all the organization’s information, no
matter the business system or con�guration it’s stored.

Enabling access to work�ow and archive documentation in IntelliChief ECM
integration with a company’s ERPs and business systems, Collaboration That
Connects:

Provides users consistent up-to-date information accessed and tandem updated
with all company business systems

Creates self-service, on-demand reporting utilizing information from all company
databases, compiled and displayed for accessible usage

Visualizes multi-layer detail; users are able to focus on big-picture overviews, or
drill-down and drill-through as deep as the original source data, that collectively,

Unites data reporting, easily shared amongst colleagues and project teams,
enhancing ongoing collaboration throughout the organization.

The self-service, drop-and-drag simplicity empowers users to independently create
and con�gure these visualizations intuitively, without technical assistance required.
This versatility enables customized reporting on any data facet, based on objectives,
business processes and viewing preferences, all leading to ability for exploration and
action on insights.

IntelliChief ECM provides a smooth, automated transition from costly manual
document management and work�ow functions. Its industry-awarded automated
capture, document management, work�ow and real-time analytic visibility enables
users to capture documentation in any format, index contents and validate with data
in their enterprise resource planning system (ERP) and line of business applications,
for lifecycle-managing all related documentation, facilitating optimized
interdepartmental processes work�ow automation and cash �ow optimization.

Areas of use include Accounting (both Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable),
Finance, Customer Service, Human Resources, Legal, Logistics/Distribution,
Operations and other paper and process-intensive departments, supporting time and
cost savings throughout organizations.

For additional IntelliChief Analytics information, visit http://bit.ly/1qbQDOp.
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